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ABSTRACTl	 -
The effect of accurate cloud cover determination on computation of the earth's
albedo is investigated through utilization of Nimbus II photographic and radiometric
data. Satellite observed cloud cover, extracted primarily from APT (Automatic
Picture Transmission) photography, is compared with standard surface observations
for selected locations in the eastern United States. To determine whether cloud
observations from viewed areas of limited size are applicable to albedo computation,
a detailed analysis of cloud-reflectance, obtained from MRIR (Medium Resolution
Infrared) observations, is carried out for areas of uniform cloud cover.
The results of these investigations, for summer cloud cover conditions, indi-
cate that satellite and surface cloud observations are in good agreement when the
viewed areas are similar in size. Contrary to earlier results, there is no indication
r that the satellite significantly underestimates surface observed cloud amounts,
y	 except for cirrus cloud. These findings suggest that differences between measured
and computed albedo values, particularly in tropical regions, can be attributed to the
high albedo values traditionally assigned to cumuliform clouds, rather than to an
overestimate of true "earth cover" by the ground observer.
Based on the technique used in this study for the identification of various
clouds viewed by the satellite, it appears that unique cloud type signatures can be
deduced from the MRIR data. The possible application of these signatures to objec-
tive cloud type analysis is discussed.
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1 . INTRODUCTION
Until the advent of the meteorological satellite, computations of the earth's
albedo were carried out almost solely on the basis of conventional cloud data. Now,
the albedo can be measured directly from space, and satellite as well as surface
observed cloudiness can be utilized. Suomi (1966), in a study comparing the merid-
ional variation of albedo as :Measured by TIROS TV and as computed by London (1957),
found, however, that the computed values appear too high, particularly fer the
tropics. While the difference, shown in Figure 1-1, is of the nature of 5%, it
implies a difference in heat t ransport of about 40% between the latitudes of 20N
and 205.
Suomi also discussed further comparisons made between the computed
ane measured annual meridional variations of albedo. Although these -aloes
(Fig. 1-2) must be qualified because the com puted albedo was based on annual
climatological means and the satellite measurements did not cover a full year,
the results are similar to those shown in Figure 1-1.
Similarly, in recent studies of the global radiation balance of the earth-
atmosphere system obtained from Nimbus II data, Raschke and Pasternak (1967)
found the global average of the albedo to be about 30%. They suggest that other
	 }
authors who have found a value of about 35% from climatological data might have
overestimated the cloudiness, especially in tropical latitudes.
Accurate cloud data are essential not only for albedo computations, but for
input to general circulation models and for the development of long-range fore_ast-
ing methods. Cloud observations from all parts of the earth are also required for
various climatological and design studies. One important aspect is the effect of
cloudiness on plans for experiments to be carried by manned orbiting research
	
1%
laboratories. In many studies of this type, as by Sherr et al (1968), both satellite
and ground observed cloud data must be utilized. In such studies satellite data will
be com pared with conventionally acquired data to determine the representativeness
of the sample, departures from normal, and climatic trends. Meaningful results
will be obtained only if the satellite and surface observations form a homogeneous
sample.
Several investigators, however, have found that satellite observed cloudiness
is generally less than surface observed. Jn a study using early TIROS data, Clapp
(1964) attributed the low TIROS values for small cloud cover to the limited resolving
power of the television camera. Because of this, the satellite fails to "see" scattered
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rclouds of small horizontal scale. Clapp suspected that a similar type of error, but
with opposite sign, becomes important when the cloud amount approaches 100 percent.
thruugh the satellite's failure to resolve "holes" in the cloud deck.
Studies by Barnes (1966), Barnes et al (1967), and Cooley et al (1967) have
found similar discrepancies between satellite ind ground viewed cloud amounts.
In the latter two studies_ the observed differen( es were ereater in areas of ore-
dominently cellular (convective) cloudiness.
Bawd on these studies, it a p pears that discrepancies between satellite and
1
	 ground viewed cloudiness are due in part to the inability of the satellite cameera
t
	
systems to resolve sinall cellular clouds (i. e. , satellite underestimate), and in
part to the overestimation of cloudiness in surface observations. Clapp (19641,
Appleman (19621, and McCabe (1965) have all found indications that ground observers
may overestimate cloud cover. In a study to determine clear lines-of-sight through
the atmos phere, McCabe stated that, since half the sky dome over which an observer
integrates his total sky cover is less than 300
 above the horizon, -he observer's
view is often blocked more by the sides of clouds than by their bases. Lund (1965;
has computed the average "earth cover" for Tampa in August, based on a cloud
model with typical cloud 3ir:ensions. His computed "earth cover" is as much as
4000 less than the observed average cloud cover.
In addition to the problems of cloud cover there is the question of the com-
patibility of the specific albedo va l ues used by London and satellite deduced values.
Traditionally, specific values of albedo were obtained over limited areas of uniform
cloud cover or surface material by devices on balloons or aircraft. However, the
satellite measurements, such as those made by the scanning radiometer of TIRO,
were obtained by narrow beam sensors which at z.iy given instance can only measure
the incident solar radiation reflected in a given '^rection. The ratio of this meas-
ured quantity to that which is incident on the su
	 -e has now come to be known as
bidirectional reflectance. For a Lambertian surface, the bidirectional reflectance
is independent of the angle of the incident solar radiation and of the angle of meas-
urement. For such a surface, the albedo can be determined from a single measure-
ment of bidirectional reflectance. For non-Lambertian surfaces, however, the
bidirectional reflectance is a function of the geometry of illumination and of sensor
orientation. and the albedo can only be computed if these functional dependences are
known.
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Subsequent to the initiation_ of this study, Sparkman and Cherrix (1967),
hartman (1967) and others have obtained bidirectional reflectance measurements
from aircraft and balloon platforms, which demonstrate the jnisotropic reflective
properties of clouds. These measurements essentially confirm the theoretical
calculations of Diermendjian (1964). At small scattering angles near the forward
direction, which would correspond to conditions of low solar elevation angles, the
bidirectional reflectance of clouds becomes highly anisotropic. These results show
that the assumption of isotropy is not correct, and discrepancies between the
satellite deduced albedos and the values computed by London should be expected.
However, anisotropic effects cannot explain the systematic latitudinal dependence of
this difference, which may be due to the improper application of albedo values
obtained over individual and uniform cloud elements to the larger scale problem of
planetary albedo.
Based oil
	 results of these previous studies, which have indicated discrep-
ancies between satellite and surface viewed cloudiness and between measured and 	 (.
computed albedo values, the general approach to the study discussed in this report
consisted of: (1) an extensive comparison between satellite and surface cloud
observations for selected locations corresponding to surface reporting stations, and
(2) a detailea analysis of cloud refiectance by cloud typa over selected areas of
uniform cloud cover. Photographic an ,d radiometric data from the Nimbus II mete-
orological satellite were utilized to carry out these investigations.
The objective of the single station cloud cover analysis was to determine
whether significant differences do exist between cloudiness as viewed from space 	 !j
and from the ground, and if so, can these differences be attributed to cloud type
or cloud amount. The objective of the cloud reflectance analysis was to Investigate
the reflective properties of the various types of cloud cover and surfaces at a	 t
scale commensurate with planetary albedo studies. The emphasis of these investi-
gations,therefore, was nc_ on individual cloud elements but on regions reporting
uniform cloud cover.
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2. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
2. 1 Single Station Cloud Cover Analysis
The results of the analysis of satellite and surface observed cloudiness
carried out for selected locations corresponding to reporting stations indicated
that the overall agreement between cloud amounts as observed from space and from
the ground is good when the viewed area sizes are similar. Contrary to earlier
results, there was no indication that the satellite significantly underestimates
surface observed cloudiness, except for th^n cirrus cloud. It appears, therefore,
that discrepancies between measured and computed albedo values in tropical regions
cannot be attributed solely to the overestimation of cloud amounts by ground observers.
A total of 13 samples, stratified according to cloud type and cloud amount,
were analyzed. Each sample contained at least 20 observations, with some containing
more than a hundred. In all, some 50 separate tests were carried out. The pro-
cedures and results of these analyses, which are applicable to the summer season,
are discussed in detail in Sections 4 and 5. Overall conclusion, based on these
analyses and the reflectance analyses discussed below, are presented in Section 8.
2. 1. 1 Viewed Area Size and Type of Measurement
ji
i
The correlation between satellite and surface observed cloud amount w-as 	 ?
highest when the satellite data were extracted from a circular area of 1/2 degree
latitude diameter (30 n. mi. ). Data extracted from a l degree area agreed better
with the surface observations than that from a 1 / 2 degree area only for samples
of cirrus cloud; when these high clouds exist, the field of view from the ground is
larger. The correlations obtained when the satellite data were read from 2 and 3
degree area sizes were poor.
The satellite observed cloud amount was compared with the surface observed
"total" cloud amount and with the surface observed "total opaque" cloud amount.
The correlations obtained for the two comparisons were not significantly different.
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2. 1.2 Samples Stratified by Cloud Amount
A high correlation between satellite and surface viewed cloudiness (satellite
data extracted from the 1/2 and 1 degree areas) %vas foun p for a sample consisting of
F all observations with surface reported cloud amount less than four or greater than
seven tenths sky cover." A low correlation was found for a similar sample except
consisting of "all observations from four to seven tenths sky cover." Apparently,
both the interpreter of the satellite photographs and the observer viewing cloudiness
from the ground have difficulty in exactly estimating cloud amounts when the sky
cover is near 50 percent. Because of the wide scatter of data points in the latter
sample, which strongly influences the line3.7 regression, the correlation coefficient
may be the better measure of agreement between the two types of cloud observation;,
2. 1.3 Samples Stratified By Cloud Type
The cloud type sample for which the poorest overall agreement between satellite
and surface observations was observed consisted of cirrus cloud. The results implied
that cirrus seen from the ground is often not detected by the satellite.
The overall agreement for cumulus cloud was better than for cirrus. Although
there was some indication that the satellite may not always `see" small amounts of
cumulus, this effect was considerably less evident than with cirrus cloud. Further-
more, the correlations obtained for a sample of northern stations were only slightly
greater than those obtained for a sample of southern stations, where a higher
incidence of convectively produced (cumulus) cloud would be expected. Thus, cumulus
cloud does not appear to p roduce as large a discrepancy between satellite and surface
observations as does cirrus.
2. 1.4  Subjectively Estimated Br. *htness
Samples of surfac -^ reported altocumulus and stratocumulus appeared brightest
in the satellite photography. Cumulonimbus cells, although individually very bright,
did not appear as bright overall, unless accompanied by altocumulus. Lower bright-
ness values were estimated for samples of surface reported cumulus or cirrus.
These brightness values a.- • e in good agreement with the values measured in the cloud
reflectance analysis. As discussed below, the most significant factor in the observed
differences between measured and com puted albedos is probably the assignment of
cloud reflectance values in the latter.
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2.2 Cloud Reflectance Analysis
2.2. 1 Cloud Type identification
For the purpose of albedo evaluation, the identification of cloud type based
on ground reports proved to be quite unsatisfactory. For example, in many
instances in which stratus was reported, the MRIR ( Medium Resolution Infrared)
radiorletric temperatures were much colder than could be accounted for by the
existence of these clouds alone. On the other hand, thin cirrus reported by ground
observers often was not obvious in the satellite data. The technique of using satellite,
radiosonde and ground observed data was found to be very useful in providing con-
sistent definition of the cloud field. Examples of this technique in "correcting"
cloud reports are found in Section 7.
2.2.2 Variability of Cloud Reflectance
The results of the reflectance analyses indicated a high degree of variability
in reflectance, and therefore in albedo, not only between different cloud types. but
also for clouds of the same type. The degree of variability is the highest for clouds
with vertical development such as cumulonimbus and altocumulus. The cor. espond-
ingly large variations in effective "window" temperature measured by the MRIR
Channel 2 (10-11µl show that the spread in reflectance values is due primarily to
variations in cloud thickness. Because of the variation in reflectance values, it is
unrealistic to assign a single characteristic albedo to each cloud type.
2.2.3 Reflectances of Clouds
The results obtained in Section 7 show that cumulonimbus, as expected, has
the highest reflectance values. High values were also found for stratocumulus and
altocumulus. The existence of ice crystals in the upper layers of altocumulus does
not substanti.ily increase the reflectance. Furthermore, for thick clouds. such as
Cb, Ac and Sc, the albedo of the underlying surface was found to have little or no
influence on reflectance of the cloud.
Of the c oud types investigated, the least agreement between the results of
this study and pa-,L- measurements was found for cirrus. Based on analysis of
reflectance da^a alone, it was not always possible to discriminate between_ cirrus
7
and clear areas. The results of the analyses for cumulus also indicate that traditional
i	 values of albedo for this cloud type appear to be too high. The effect of this dis-
crepancy on albedo c:.
	 j---'Lations is discussed in Section 8.
i
2.2.4 The Use of the Water Vapor Channel in Cloud Discrimination
Data from the water vapor channel of the `4RIR were found to provide a
useful means of delineating the limits of cloud cover, even for thin tenuous cirrus.
Effective temperatures of <240 0 K were found almost inevitably to be associated
with clouds. The possibility of automatic cloud type discrimination based on the
analysis of data from ti.is
 channel and from concurrent reflectance and window
c) annel temperatures is discussed in Section 8.
i
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3. DATA
3. 1 Satellite Observations
Photographic and radiometric data from the Nimbus 11 meteorological
satellite, launched on 15 May 1966, were utilized in the study. The Ninibus U
AVCS camera system operated until 31 August 1966; the MRIR (Medium Resolution
Infrared Radiometer) system operated only until 28 July, a period of slightly over
two months. During that period, the MRIR coverage of the eastern United States,
the region selected because of the higher density network of surface reporting
stations, was more complete during the second month. Therefore, MRIR data
were obtained for the periods 2-7 and 15-20 July; during these 12 days, the synoptic
situation was sufficiently varied to allow an inclusive sampling of cloud amounts
and types. Photographic data were obtained for all days with pictures available
during the same periods.
3. 1. 1 Photographic Data
For initial analyses, AVCS photography was employed. These pictures have
a maximum camera resolution of about 0. 5 miles, and were available for every day
of the selected period. Because of the rather poor picture quality, however, Nimbus II
APT (Automatic Picture Transmission) photography was used for most analyses.
Examples of AVCS and APT photography of the eastt-rn United States are
presented in Figures 3-1 and 3-2. As can readily be seen, the APT picture quality
is outstanding when compares with the AVCS. The vertical light-dark pattern on
the AVCS,produced by electronic interference, is particularly troublesome when
attempting to identify clouds. Even though the nominal camera resolution of the
APT is only two miles, compared to the 1/2 mile resolution of the AVCS, the
difference in picture quality is believed to result in similar "effective" resolutions.
A comparative analysis of data extracted from the two types of photography is discus-
sed in Section 5.2.
f1
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Figure 3-1 Nimbus II AVCS Photography of Northeastern
United States; Orbit 830, 16 July 1966
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Figure 3-2 Nimbus II AP; Photography of Northeastern United States;
Orbit 830, 16 July 1966 (Received at Goddard Space Flight
Center)
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3. 1.2 Radiometric Data
The five-channel MR.LR radiometer made simultaneous measurements in the
following spectral intervals:
Channel No.	 Spectral Interval
1	 6.4 - 6. 9µ
2	 10-llµ
3	 14 - 164
4	 5 - 30µ
5	 0. 2 - 4. G	 p,.
All five channels operated through the same set of optics with an instantaneo.
angular field of view of 5 x 5 milliradians. At the satellite subpoint, corresponding
to a zero degree sensor nadir angle, the spatial resolution on the surface of the
earth is approximately 60 x 60 km for the nominal orbital altitude of Nimbus. The
resolution degrades with increasing nadir angle with the degradation being most
rapid at higher nadir angles.
Data from the MRIR are available in a number of formats including a grey
scale pictorial presentation in which the data from the five channels are displayed
side by side. This format is useful for such qualitative applications as case selection
and determination of gross cloud features. More appropriate to detailed analyses
are the digital formats, in which grid print maps and data listings are available.
For this study, both grid print maps and data listing: for the selected orbits were
used. The data listings proved to be the most convenient format for the technique
of cloud reflectance analysis ultimately adopted. In thin format the data from each of
the channels are separately listed, together with the sensor nadir angle, latitudinal
and longitudinal location of the subsatellite point corresponding to the scan line, and
the angular position of the ^.....
Analysis of the MRIR data were limitpe to Cl.cii111elb i; 2 anu 5. ^1.e use of
Channel 5 is obvious since it provides the reflectance data. Channels 1 and 2 were
used in conjunction with ground observations to assist in defusing the cloud field.
12
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3.2 Surface Observations
Surface cloud observations as reported at First Order Weather Bureau Stations
in the eastern United States were extracted from WBAN 10B forms. On these forms
both "total" sky cover and "total opaque" sky cover are reported hourly; a complete
cloud observation, including types and heights, is given every three hours.
Since Nimbus passage time was usually between 1100 and 1200 LST, com-
plete cloud data were extracted for 1000 and 1300 EST in eastern sections, and for
0900 and 1200 CST in central sections; cln xd amounts were extracted for the hours
just before and just after satellite passage. Thus, a cloud amount observation was
always available within one-half hour of the satellite observation, and a cloud type
observation within one and one-half hours. By considering the surface repurts
both prior to and after the satellite passage, rapidly changing cloud conditions could
be detected.
13
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4. SINGLE STATION CLOUD COVER ANALYSIS
4.1 Data Extraction Procedures
Cloud data were obtained from satellite photographs for 15 locations corre-
sponding to surface reporting stations. The locations and station call numbers are
shown in Figure 4-1. The sample contains northern, southern, coastal, and inland
stations.
In the initial analyses, using AVCS photography, data were extracted for
circular areas of 1%2, 1, 2, and 3 degree latitude diameter, centered on the ;station
location. These distances correspond to 30, 60, 120, and 180 nautical miles. In
the more extensive analyses, using APT photography, data were extracted for only
the if 2 and I degree areas. Due to the difference in picture scale on the hard
copy prints. a 1 degree circle for the APT was slightly larger than for the AVCS
(I degree on the AVCS -. 1/4 inch; 1 degree on the APT %w 3/8 inch). To reduce
bias, cloud information for different sized areas was read at different times.
For each location 2nd area size, cloud amount, cloud type, and brightness
were recorded for each observation. In addition, information such as picture
quality, locaticn confidence, and cloud distribution were noted. Cloud amount was
estimated in tenths of t1he circular area, and brightness was reported in three levels:
very bright, moderate or low. Although the cloud cover to the nearest tenth was
at times _difficult to determine because of the small area sizes, these units were
selected to conform with those used in surface observations.
Cloud type definition as detailed as that reported by ground observers is
not possible from satellite photographs. In his study of the atmospheric heat
balance, .London (195?) c:assified the cloud types into six major groups: (1) Ci
(cirrus, cirrostratus, cirrocumkilus), (2) As (altostratus, altocumulus), (3) St
( tratus, stratoc:u mius, fractocumulus), (4) Ns (nimbostratus), (5) Cu (cumulus),
and tE i 1-b (cumulonimbus:). To relate as closely as possible to the -scheme of
London's study, five satellite observed cloud types, as shown in Table 4-1, were
defined. Under Category 5, the particular cloud type was noted in the Remarks
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4.2 Data Sample
The AVCS data sample, for which initial analyses comparing satellite
viewed and surface viewed cloud cover were carried out, consisted of 12 days of
observations for the 15 locations. Because of higher picture quality, however,
APT data were used for the bulk of the single station cloud cover analyses. APT
coverage in the photographically reproduced format was available on eight days of
the 12-day period originally selected for analysis (facsimile reproductions were
available for the other days, but were considered not usable for these purposes).
To increase the sample size, photographs were collected for an additional 14 days.
Thus the complete data sample consisted of cloud observations from photographs
taken on 22 days; 21 days of the sample period were in July 1966, and one was in
June. Since complete coverage of all stations was not available on every day, the
total number of observations was approximately 250.
4.3 Statistical Analyses
4.3.1 r'. . - CS Data Sample
For the AVCS data sample, mean cloud amounts and cloud amount frequency
distributions were computed for each area size for tie entire sample of 15 stations,
and for samples of seven stations in the southern part of the country and five stations
in the north. Mean cloud amounts and frequency distributions were also computed
:	 for both " total cloud amount" and "total opaque cloud amount" reported in the surface
observations. The distributions are compared in Section 5. 1.
Before embarking on more detailed analysis of the entire sample, a sub-
sample was selected to test the observer variability in extracting cloud data from the
satellite photographs. A day was selected at random for each viewed area size,
and the data were extracted by two additional experienced observers. Scatter
diagrams were plotted for the cloud amounts estimated by each pair of observers
and for these cloud amounts vs. surface reports. Correlation coefficients were
computed.
Because of the rather large observer variability and poor correlation between
satellite and surface observations, similar computations were carried out with an
APT data sample. Based on the results of these cor
_zputations, discussed in Section
5.2, it was decided to use APT photography for the remaining analyses.
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4.3.2 APT Data Sample
Computations of cloud amount frequency distributions and mean cloud amounts
provide an overall comparison between satellite and surface cloud observations,
but may mask out significant differences for individual observations. Therefore,
the data were stratified according to cloud type and cloud amount, and for earh
sample the correlat ion coefficient and linear regression were computed. In the
regression computations, the surface observed cloud amount was held as the
independent (x) variable, and the satellite cloud amount as the dependent (y). The
standard error of estimate and significance of the correlation and regression
coefficients were also computed.
The satellite observed cloud amounts, extracted for 1 / 2 and 1 degree
latitude (diameter) circular areas, were compared with both the "total cloud amount"
and "total opaque cloud amount" reported in the surface observations. Comparisons
were made between the following: ( 1) the satellite viewed cloudiness within the 1/2°
area and thc: surface observed total cloud amount; (2) the 1/2° area and total opaque
cloud amount; (3) the 1 ° area and total cloud amount; and (4) the 1° area and total
opaque cloud amount.
The data were stratified geographically, into a sample consisting of four
stations in the southern part of the country and a sample of five northern stations.
The southern stations would be expected to have a larger percentage of convectively
produced cloudiness (cumulus) and the northern stations synoptic scale cloudiness.
The data were also stratified into eight samples; consisting of all observa-
tions with the surface reported cloud types or cloud amounts shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2 Stratification by Surface Reported
Cloud Type or Amount
1. Cirrus or cirrostratus alone
2. Cumulus, Stratocumulus, or cumulonimbus alone
3. Cumulonimbus, alone or with other clouds
4. Cirrus or cirrostratus, with cumulus, strato-
cumulus, or cumulonimbus
5. Cumulus alone
b. Total opaque cloud amount < 3 or > 8 tenths sky cover
7. Total opaque cloud amount = 4-7 tenths sky cover
8. Total cloud amount 4 tenths or more greater than
total opaque cloud amount.
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Additional samples consisted of all observations wi::, thl satellite reported
cloud type cirrus (Type 5 in Table 4-u, with satellite cloud type-cumulus (Type 1),
and with satellite brightness - very bright. Cirrus and cumulus were selected
since these clouds were suspected as being more difficult to detect in satellite
photography.
For comparisons between the subjective brightness as determined from the
satellite photograph and the reflectance as measured by the MRIR, samples of
surface reported altocumulus ane. stratocumulus were also extracted. The results
of all analyses are discussed in the following section.
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5.	 RESLLTS OF SINGLE STATION
t
CLOUD COVER ANALYSES
5. 1	 Mean Cloud Amount and Cloud Amount Frequency Distribution
Mean cloud amounts were computed for the samples discussed in Section 4.3. 1.
The results, shown in Table 5- la. indicate a tendency for the mean cloud amount to
increase as the area 'size increases, with the mean amount at 3 degrees being about
a tenth of sky cover more than at 1/2 degree. 	 For all stations combined the mean
satellite observed cloud amount is in better agreement with the mean opaque amount
than the total cloud amount.	 For the southern stations, the satellite observed cloud
amount is considerably less than the surface observed; for the northern stations
the mean amount for all area sizes except the 3 degree is less than the surface mean
total amount but greater than the mean opaque amount.
For the above samples, cloud amount frequency distributions were computed
(Tables 5 - lb, 5-2a and 5-2b). 	 As the viewed area size increases, the fre-
quency di3tribution becomes distinctly bell-shaped. 	 A similar result was observed
in a recent study of cloud uiput for space flight simulation (Sherr et al, 1968), where
the problem is discussed in considerable detail. 	 The difference in distribution is
particularly noticeable in the sample of northern stations (Table 5-2b), where there
is a dramatic change from U-shaped at the 1/2 degree area size to bell-shaped at 1
3 degrees.
In the surface observations, the frequency distribution for the northern
stations tends more toward U-shaped.	 The distributions for total opaque cloud
amount are skewed toward lesser amounts in all three samples. 	 It should be s
remembered that these distributions are from data taken during July; therefore,
these and all other results of the study are representative of summer cloud cover !
conditions. t
The agreement between the satellite observed and surface observed distribu-
tion is better for the 1/2 and 1 degree area sizes, wiV.1 the best agreement occurring
between the one degree and the total opaque distributions. 	 The 2 and 3 degree
circles are apparently covering larger areas than are seen by the surface observer.
Since cloud elements are in general fairly small, with respect to the Larger area sizes,
the overall cloudiness tends toward middle cloud amounts as the viewed area size
increases.	 The number of clear and overcast observations accordingly decreases.
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5. 2 comparative Analyses Between AVCS and APT Data Samples
In the AVCS sample the observer variability test revealed low correlations
between observers for the 1 /2 and 2 degree area sizes, with the highest correlation
at 3 degrees. The mean correlation coefficients for the three pairs of observers
were: r = 0.57 for 1 / 2°, r = 0.71 for 1°, r= 0.59 for 2 °, and r= 0.79 for 3°.
From the cloud amount frequency distributions, the observer variability would be
expected to be less at the _2 and 3 degree area sizes, since the estimates from
each observer tend toward middle cloud amounts.
In the comparison between satellite and surface observations, the highest
mean correlation for the three samples was found for the I degree area size; a
low correlation was evident at the 1 /2 and 3 degree sizes. Mean correlation
coefficients were less than 0.4 for 1 /2 and 3 degrees, near 0. 5 for 2 degrees, and
greater than 0. 8 for the 1 degree area size.
Both the clo^ .l amount frequency distributions and the results of the observer
variability test demonstrate that the 2 and 3 degree satellite viewed area sizes do
not correspond to the area viewed by the ground observer. Because of this, the
later analyses were carried out for only the 1/2 and 1 degree areas.
Since the 1 /2 degree area should approximate the ground viewed area, a
higher correlation for this comparison would be expected. The rather large degree
of observer variability for all area sizes is also disturbing. The discrepancies at
the 1/2 aegree area size may be due, in part, to difficulties in exactly locating the
stations in the satellite photographs; since the area size is small, slight differences
in location could give large differences in c?oud amount. The problem was believed
to be due in part, however, to the relatively poor quality of the AVCS pictures.
Similar data as obtained from ;.he AVCS photographs were extracted from an
eight day APT sample, for the 1 /2 and 1 degree viewed area sizes. Two observers
extracted an initial sample, consisting of all observations for five stations. Although
the APT coverage did not extend to each station on each day, most of the eastern
United States was observed on all eight days.
For the sample of about 30 observations, the correlation coefficient between
the cloud amounts estimated by the two observers was 0. 78 for the 1/2 degree and
0. 82 for the I degree area size. Thus, the observer variability is slightly less
for the 1 degree, and greatly less for the 1/2 degree, area than was observed for
the AVCS sample. A tabulation of the differences, in tenths of sky co% tr, between
the two observers showed an overall mean difference (disregarding sign) of 1.4 tenths
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for the 1 degree area. This is in good agreement with the results of an observer
variability rest carried out by Barnes et al (1967), using Nimbus I AVCS pictures,
and is within the range that would intuitively be expected when considering the
"human factor" involved. Correlation coefficients also indicated considerably
better agreement between the satellite and surface observed cloud amounts than
was found in the AVCS data sample.
5.3 Linear Regression and Corrrlation
5.3.1 Data Samples
As discussed in Section 4. 3. Z, the data were stratified into 13 samples.
For 12 of these samples, four separate tests were performed; for one sample,
data were not extracted for the 1/2 degree area size. Thus, a total of 50 tests
were carried out, with each consisting of at least 20 pairs of observations.
The correlation coefficient for the relationship between satellite observed
and surface observed cloud amount was significant at the 99 percent level in
88 percent of the tests. The correlation_ coefficient exceeded a value of 0. 50 in
82 percent of the tests, and a value of 0. 80 in 44 percent.
Two samples stratified according to cloud type (Samples 1 and 5 in Table 4-2)
were further broken down by cloud amount. In most of these cases, the correlation
coefficients were not significant at the 99 percent level, probably due to a small
number of observations.
5. 3.2 Correlation for Total and Total Opaque Cloud Amounts
The correlation coefficients obtained when comparing satellite observed
cloud amounts with surface observed total cloud amounts and with surface observed
total opaque cloud amounts were not significantly different. The differences in the
two correlations varied more from sample to sample when the computations were
carried out for the 1 degree satellite viewed area size than for the i/2 degree, but
the number of samples in which r (total) was greater than or less than r (opaque)
were about equal. The largest differences were for the samples stratified by cloud
amount; however, these correlations are low, and in one sample r (total) exceeded
r (opaque) while in another r (opaque) exceeded r (total).
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These results do not bear out those of the mean cloud amount tabulations,
using AVCS pictures, which implied a closer agreement between satellite viewed
cloudiness and surface viewed total opaque cloudiness.
5.3.3 Correlation for 1/2 and I Degree Area Sizes
Similar tests revealed significantly higher correlations between satellite
and surface observed cloud amounts when the satellite data were extracted from a
1/2 degree area than from a I degree area.
In 10 eof 12 samples,where the satellite data were compared with surface
reported total cloud amount, and in 8 of 12 samples when compared with total opaque
cloud amount, r (1/2) exceeded r (1). This implies that the 1/2 degree area
corresponds more closely with the ground observers field of view than does the
1 degree area. The poor correlations obtained with the AVCS sample were apparently
due to the poor picture quality and less accurate gridding than was the case for the
APT data.
For the samples stratified according to surface observed cloud t ype, r (1)	 -
exceeded r (1/2) in only one sample - cirrus (when compared with total opaque
cloud). For the samples stratified according to satellite observed cloud type,
r (1/2) exceeded r(1) for cumulus and r (1) exceeded r (1/2) for cirrus. There is
an indication, therefore, that the cloud amount extracted from the I degree area
in the satellite data is in better agreement with the surface observation when cirrus
is reported, and the cloud amount from the 1/2 degree area is in better agreement
when lower clouds are reported. Since the ground observer's field of view ranges
from a diameter of less than ten miles for low clouds to more than 60 miles for
cirrus at 60, 000 feet (Blackmer and Alder, 1965), such a result w ald be expected. 	 L
5. 3.4 Mean Values of Correlation Coefficients
5.3.4. 1 Stratification By Cloud Type
Mean values of the correlation coefficients for 1/2 and 1 degree areas, ancu
for total and total opaque cloud amounts, are given in Table 5-3 for the samples
stratified by cloud type. The mean correlations for the columns reflect the results
discussed in the previous sections, that no significant difference exists between the
total and total opaque cloud amount tests, but that the correlations for 1,1 2 degree
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=	 are -significantly greater than for l degree. The mean values for the different cloud
types show the overall correlation for the sample "Cu. Sc, or Cb alone" to be the
highestand for the sample "Ci or Cs, with Cu, Sc, or Cb" to be the lowest.
)
	
	 The mean correlations for the various cloud types do not differ greatly from
the overall mean value, r = 0.76. There are no obvious differences, such as the
correlaton it.- one cloud type being near zero and for another being near 1.0. It
is of ir. Lerest that t:_- mean value for "surface reported ^irrus" is less than that
for "s mace reported cumulus"; in the satelli te reported cirrus and cumulus
sampl .s, the opposite is true. The difference is reasonable in the case of the
cirrus; tine satellite camera may not detect cirrus when it is reported from the
ground (see Section 5.4), but when the cirrus is thick enough to be seen in the
satellite picture, it is also reported by the ground observer. The case of the cumulus
cloud is more difficult to explain but may be due in part to the existence of other
cloud types, as well as the small cellular, in Sample "g" (Table 5-3).
3 5. 3.4.2 Stratification By Cloud Amount(i
In the results shown in Table 5-4, where the samples are stratified accord -
ing to cloud amount, a large variation exists in the mean correlations for the
different samples. The sample consisting of all observations with the total opaque
cloud amount "t 3 or > 8 tenths sky cover" has a high mean correlation betweent	 _	 _
the satellite and surface observed cloud amounts. For the other two samples,
F	 particularly for the total opaque cloud amount "4-7 tenths sky cover," the mean
Y
correlations are very low.
These results appear to indicate that both ground observers and observers
interpreting satellite pictares estimate cloud amounts more accurately when the sky
is nearly clear or nearly overcast. In a comparison between surface observations
and observer interpreted all-sky photographs, Merritt (1966) found a good agree-
ment, but did not break the sample down by cloud amount. Other investigators,
such as Galligan (1953), have found considerable variability between surface
observers, particularly for rr_iddle (4-7 tenths) cloud amounts. Similarly, in a
test of the variability among observers estimating cloud amounts from satellite
photographs (Barnes et al. 1967), the greatest range in estimates (for area sizes
similar to those used in this study) was for cloud amounts of near 5 tenths.
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Although the correlation in the sample " Total - Total Opaque Cloud Amount
> 4 Tenths" is greater for the opaque, both values are low. Observations with a
-large difference between total and total opaque sky cover indicate thin cloudiness,
which is difficult to detect in satellite photography. This may account for the low
correlations.
5.3.4.3 Stratification By Cloud Type and Cloud Amount
Two samples, "Surface Reported Ci or Cs" and "Surface Reported Cu,"
were further stratified into samples consisting of 4-7, 0 -5, and 6 - 10 tenths cloud
amount. The mean correlation coefficients are given in Table 5-5. The correla-
M:	 tions for the cumulus sample are in general higher than those for the cirrus sample.
In both samples, the correlation is significantly higher in the "0 - 5 tenths" subsar*_mple;
the lowest correlations, which are negative for the cirrus sample, are for the 114-7
tenths" subsample.
The higher correlations are undoubtedly due in part to the greater number of
observations in the 0-5 tenths range. However, in the cumulus sample, the 114-7
tenths" subsample has more observations than 11 6-10 tenths". and yet has a much
lower correlation. These tests demonstrate that when cloud types are broken down
by cloud amount, the .result ing correlations are similar to those obtained when the
overall sample is stratified by cloud amount (Table 5-4).
5. 3.5 Linear Repression and Correlation  for Samples of Northern
and Southern Stations
In order to determine whether geographic location has a significant effect
or, the correlation between satellite viewed and surface viewed clo y , iness, samples
of observations from the southern and northern parts of the country were tested. In
southern areas a greater percentage of the overall cloudines would be expected to
be convective in origin, in contrast to a larger amount of synoptic scale cloudiness
in the north. The southern sample consisted of ail observations from Stations 1-4
and the northern sample from Stations 11-15 (Fig. 4-1).
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The linear regression curves and correlation coefficients are given in
Figure 5-1. In all four tests, the correlation for stations 11-15 (North) is greater
than for Stations 1-4 (South). The greatest difference is r = 0. 14 for the 1 degree
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Figure 5-1 Linear Regression (y on x) For Sou kern (Stations 1-4) and
Northern (Stations 11-15) Samples. Tests are a) South -
Total, b) North - Total, c) South - Opaque, d) North -
Opaque (Total = Comparison with Surface Reported Total
Sky Cover; Opaque = Comparison with Surface Reported
Total Opaque Sky Cover; r = Correlation Coefficient;
Sey = Error of Estimate)
area vs. total cloud amount. The regression curves are not significantly different,
although there is some indication ,:hat the satellite overestimates small cloud
amounts in the "Stations 1-4 i1
 sample, and underestimates large cloud amounts in
the "Stations 11-15 11
 sample. For the 1 //2 degree area size, the standard error of
estimate is considerably greater for the northern stations.
Although these results do indicate a higher correlation for the sample with
the greater amount of synoptic scale cloudiness, the differences do not appear as
large as might be expected.
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5. 3. 6 Linear Regression for Samples Stratified by Cloud Type
and Cloud Amount
5. 3. 6. 1 Stratification By Surface Reported Cloud Type
Mean regression curves for cloud type samples with the standard errors of 	 t
estimate, are shown in Figure 5-2. The curves in Figure 5-2, which are mean
values for the two satellite viewed area sizes, are not significantly different except
for the sample "Ci or Cs alone." Excluding that sample, the curves indicate that
the satellite overestimates small cloud amounts, in comparison with the surface
f	
observation, and very slightly underestimates large amounts.
Fr: r the sample consisting of cirrus observations, the satellite underestimates
the cloud amount, particularly for large values, when compared with the total cloud-
iness. When compared with the total opaque cloudiness, however, the satellite
overestimates the cloud amount, particularly for large values. Thus, the cirrus
sample appears significantly different from the other cloud types, most likely
because the satellite does not detect thin cirrus.
In Figures 5-2c and d, the mean regression curves for the 1/2 degree area
size are closer to the 450
 curve. At the 1 degree area size, curves for two samples,
"Cb" and "Ci or Cs with Cu, Sc, or Cb," indicate a significant overestimation by
the satellite for small cloud amounts. In all tests carried out, the standard error
of estimate is greatest for the sample of cirrus observations.
5. 3. 6.2 Stratification By Satellite Reported Cloud Type
Mean regression ct.rves for samples stratified according to satellite
reported cirrus and cumulus are given in Figure 5-3. For comparison, the curves
for similar surface .reported cloud types are repeated. In Figures 5-3a and b, the
curves for the two "cumulus" samples are similar in both graphs; the curves for the
two "cirrus" samples are, however, quite different. In Figures 5-3r and d, there
are no outstanding differences between the curves for either sample.
As was observed when considering mean correlation coefficients (Section
5. 3.4. 1), only a small difference is apparent whether the cumulus sample is
stratified according to the satellite or surface cloud type. With cirrus, differences
are observed because of the difficulty in detecting thin clouds in the satellite
photographs.
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S. 3. 6. 3 Stratification By Cloud Amount
The regression curves for the sample "total opaque cloud amour.; < 3 or > 8
tenths" have a near 45 0
 slope, indicating good agreement between satellite and
surface cloud observations (Fig. 5-4). The regression curves for the other two
samples, "Opaque Amount = 4-7 tenths" and "Total-Opaque Amount a4 tenths,"
indicate a very poor agreement. In fact, the scatter of the points in these samples
is so great, that no meaningful information can be derived from the regression
curves.
5. 3.7 Discussion of Regression Curves
The linear regression curves discussed in the previous sections were
computed for "y on x;' with the surface observed cloud amount being held as the
3	 independent variable, x . The surface observation was selected as the independent
variable since the objective of the study was to compare satellite observed with
s
	 surface observed cloud amounts, particularly with respect to albedo determination.
.1
	 Previous albedo computations and nearly all climatological studies have utilized
surface cloud observations.
The majority of the regression curves shown in Figures 5-1 through 5-4 have
a regression coefficient of less than 1. 0, with a positive y intercept, and a y
s	 value of less than 10 at x = 10. Hence, these curves imply that in comparison to
surface obsarvatior.s the satellite overestimates small cloud amounts and under-
estimates large cloud amounts. Previous studies, as discussed in Section 1,
have generally found the opposite to be true; in particular, the satellite has been
found to significantly underestimate small cloud amounts.
For comparison with the "Y on x" regression curves, the "x on y" regres-
sion (satellite observation held as independent variable) was computed for two
samples. In one sample, the correlation between satellite and surface observed
cloudiness was high (r - 0. 9, for "all observations, surface reported total opaque
sky cover <3 or > 8 tenths"), and in the other, low (r ; zt^ 0. 3 and < 0. 1, for "all
observations, surface reported total opaque sky cover 4-7 tenths"), The two
regression curves for two tests on each sample are given in Figure 5-5.
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In the sample with a high correlation, the "y on x" and "x on y" regression
curves are only slightly different; in the samples with a low correlation, however.
the curves are completely different, being nearly 90 0 to each other in one test.
This large difference, depending on which variable is held as the independent, can
she dt tm-
noalinear. although the scatter diagrams give no obvious indication of any non-
linearity.
These results indicate that the regression curves discussed in Section 5. 3. 6
may not be a true measure of the agreement between satellite and surface viewed
cloudiness. The apparent mover and under estimation by the satellite may not be
real, at least to the degree implied, because of the strong influence of the scatter of
data points in the 4-7 tenths sky cover range. If an over -or underestimation does
exist, at either small or large cloud amounts, the sample in which it should be the
most obvious is the sample of "cloud amount < 3 or > 8 tenths." In Fic lire 5-5,
however, there is no indication of a significant overestimation or underestim.L^io__
of the surface observed cloudiness by the satellite for either cloud amounts re:,
zero sky cover or near 10 . enths sky cover.
Because of the differences between regression curves, depending on the
variable held constant, the correlation coefficient may be the better measure of
the agreement between satellite and surface observed cloudiness.
5.4 Compari son Between Satellite and Surface Reported Cloud Types and
Brightness Values
In Tables 5-6 and 5-7, satellite and surface reported clesd types are
compared for various samples. Brightness values, as estimated subjectively from
the satellite photographs, are given for each cloud type in Table 5-8.
In Table 5-6a, ci*:us cloud as reported from the ground and from space is
compared. In only t6% of the obser«itions in which the ground observer reported
cirrus, was cirrus also reported from th-- satellite photographs. Furthermore, cf
the total observations. 41%i were indicated as being "clear" in the satellite data, an
indication that cirrus often is nL. detected ij satellitz photography. The agreement is
better in the other direction, with cirrus being re ported by the g round observer in
about two-thirds of the observat;•.ns in which it was reported from tha satellite data;
in most of these cases, however, cirrus was reported with another cloud type. It
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Table 5-8 Analysis of Subjectively Estimated Cloud Brightness
(a) M11 Observations With Satellit,- Rego-+ed Brightness - Very Bright
Observations	 With
Suhsample A Subeampit 8
Number of Percentage ' Number of Percentage
Observations of Total	 Mxrvations of Total
Satellite Repo +	 d Cloud Type:
Cumulus (cellular-small). alone or with
other cloud types 0 0 13 i8
Cumulonimbus (cellular- large). alone or,
with other c loud types 14 30 29 41
Non. Cellular. alone 33 70 34 49
Non-Cellular. alone or with other cloud
types 34 72 42 59
Surface Reported Cloud Type
Cirrus, alone or with other types 16 34 32 4S
Cumulus. alone or +-.th other types 13 20 23 32
Altocumulue: atone or with other types 32 60 44 62
1
Cumulonimbus. alone or with other types 6 t7 12 17
A Total Observations - Bnghmess "t" (Very Bright) Alone = 47
B. Total Observations - Brightness "I". alone or with
c-her values	 - 71
(b) Satellite Reported Brightness for Surface Repor..2d Cloud Type Samples
Surface Reported
Clord Type Sample
Number of
Obsorvatioas
Percentage of Observatw*s With Satellite
Reported Brightwces Value
Very Brisltt Moderate La. None
(1) Cirrus or Cirrostravis Atone 27 4 11 44 41
(2) Cumulus Mone 3S 0 17 40 23
(3) Cumulonim:vis. Alone or With
Other Types 23 6S 31 4
!la) Cumulonimbus. With Altocumulus 11 62 ICS 0 0
(lb) Cumulonimbus. W'Ahout Altoeumulre 12 SO 49 0 0
(4) Altocumulus i ? b Tenths Sky Ceverl 2) ALT 20 S 0
(S) Stratocumul.s (Z. 6 Tenths Sky Cover 14 64 29 7 0
s Citker Very lrtgltt or Very Mrtgkt-Varlakie WlQk Am Mir Vales
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was also found that a large percentage of the surface observations were in the
0-5 tenths cloud amount range, as compared with the satellite distribution, 'Implying
further that small amounts of cirrus are often undetected by the satellite.
In Table 5-6b, -he agreement between satellite and surface re ported cumulus
is better than that for cirrus, with a large percentage of the surface observations
with this cloud type also being reported as cumulus in the satellite data. Even
in this sample, however, 23% of the surface observations were reported as clear in
the satellite picture; this indicates that the satellite, although not to the degree as
with cirrus, may not always detect small amounts of cumulus.
Similar tabulations are given for cumulonimbus, altocumulus, and strato-
cumulus in Table 5-7. The percentage of the cumulonimbus observations in the
6-10 tenths sky cover range was 87Q1io; thus, this sample is compatible with the alto-
cumulus and stratocum-Aus samples, both of which consisted of all observations
> 6 tenths. These samples were selected primarily to determine their brightness
values, which are discussed below.
The surface reported cloud types for the observations that were indicated
as being "very bright" in the satellite pictures are given in Table 5-8a; the satellite
reported brightness values for the cloud types given in the previous tables are
summarized in Table 5-8b.
Altocumulus is most often reported when the satellite brightness value is
"very bright." While this is largely due to a greater number of observations with
altocumulus, the results of Table 5-8b substantiate that this cloud appears extremely
bright in the satellite picture. For example, cumulonimbus also ap, °ars bright;
however, samples 3, 3a and 3b indicate that a significant part of this "brightness"
is due to the existence of altocumulus with the cumulonimbus. Stratocumulus also
has a large percentage of "very bright" observations, but both cirrus and cumulus
appear significantly less bright in the satellite observations than do these other cloud
types (stratus was not tested because of a lack of observations). Objectively meas-
ured reflectances for similar cloud types are discussed in the following sections.
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6. ANALYSIS OF REFLECTANCE
6. 1 Cloud Type Identification and Case Selection
Identification of specific cloud types and extent of cloud cover was based on
analysis of ground rep-irte entered in WBAN-10 forms, radiosonde data of tempera-
ture and dewpoint, data from the MRIR, and concurrent APT and AVCS photographs.
Inclusion of all these available data was found to provide a more consistent definition
of the cloud field.
In this study, use was made of only three channels of the MRIR. (Characteris-
tics of the MRIR system, including the spectral ranges of the different channels, are
discussed in Section 3. 1. 2. ) Channel 5 provided the basic information on the
reflective properties of the earth's surfaces and of clouds as seen from outside the
earth's atmosphere. The Channel 2 data were used to supplement ground observa-
tions 'n a more exact identification of cloud height, and therefore of cloud type. The
primary purpose of Channel 1, measuring in the water vapor absorption band, is to
measure the distribution of atmospheric water vapor. This channel is also sensitive
to clouds, however, and, in a study by Beran et al (1968), it was found to be an
excellent detector of cirrus clouds sufficiently tenuous as not to be apparent in the
concurrent Channel 2 data. Bbcause of this unique characteristic, the data from
this channel were also included in the analysis.
The actual Channel 5 values used are defined by
R =	 Tr N
R cos
where
	
N	 = effective radiance, measured by Channel 5
H	 = effective solar irradiance as measured through
the filtering s ystem of the sensor
E	 = solar zenith angle
The value of R differs from the defined val-e of bidirectional reflectance by
the factor Tr. For this reason and because the assumption was made of isotropy
within the limited geometry, the more general term "reflectance" is used in this
report to denote the quantity defined above.
As in the study of percentage cloud cover, the a.r..alysis of the radiometric
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data was restricted to the eastern United States to take full advantage of the avail-
ability of supporting ground-based data. Satellite passage at these latitudes occurred
between 1600 GMT and 1800 GMT, corresponding to solar elevation angles of about
20 degrees. These restrictions, together with the choice of data from sensor nadir
angles less than 40°, limited scattering angles away from the forward direction.
However, as the measurements of Sparkman and Cherrix show, the bidirectional
reflectance in this region is nearly independent of angle. Based on these considera-
tions, the restricted radiometric data were treated as being independent of angle,
and variations in measured values were attributed solely to variations in the proper-
ties of the cloud field, such as cloud type and cloud thickness.
The MRIR data are available in both analog grey scale picture format and in
digital printouts. For the analyses performed in this study, only the digitized data
were used. Since the final analysis technique adopted was the accumulation of statis-
tics of the three channel values over large areas, the data listings were found to be
the most convenient format to use.
Initial case selection was based on plotted reports of ground-observed cloud
cover, which were within two hours of the time of the satellite data. Even within
this period, however, large changes in both cloud cover and cloud type may have
taken place. As a check on the temporal stability of the cloud field, the hourly
percentage sky cover reports prior and subsequent to the 1800 GMT reports were
examined. Cases of rapid clearing or build-up were eliminated from further
analysis.
The second consideration in case selection was uniformity in cloud cover
over a fairly large area - on the order of Z° by 2°. The plotted WBAN data were
checked to identify areas reporting cloud cover of the same type or predominantly of
the same type. This latter criterion was found to be more realistic in application.
In addition to cases of cloud cover, clear area cases were also selected for
further analysis. These included cases of clear skies over the oceans. The lack of
systematic reports of sky cover over the oceans made selection difficult. Analysis
had to be restricted to the coastal regions where it was possible to extrapolate the
extent of cloud cover to these regions based on reports at coastal stations and with
the help of APT photographs.
As a further check on the identification and delineation of areas of cloud cover,
the A JCS and APT photographs, when available, were compared with the coverage
depicted in the plotted surface observations. These photographs were used primarily
as a check on the spatial extent and uniformity of coverage. No attempt was made to
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redefine the cloud types based on interpretation of the depicted cloud field.
In spite of the care taken in the delineation of cloud types, discrepancies
between the reported and the actual cloud type can be expected. London (1957)
pointed out the difficulty involved in properly identifying all types of clouds which
might be simultaneously present over a station. A ground based observer is not a
to see higher level clouds if they are obstructed by opaque lower cloud decks. There-
fore a refinement in cloud type identification was made based on analysis of the
Channel 2 effective temperatures.
While clouds cannot in general be considered radiatiorally black, the effective
temperatures measured b^ hr =,ul 2 should give some indication of cloud top
height. As an example k c . 'er -he scan line from Orbit 857 (18 Julv) shown in
Figure 6-1. The scan i%te ^. e. led a station reporting 10/10 stratocumulus with
upper layers unknown ( ,7ee arrow near scan spot 35). The Channel 2 temperatures
were relatively high - on the order of 280 0K to 290 0K. This would place the
cloud top at approximately 1 or 2 km, which is quite realistic for stratocumulus
clouds. While it is -not possible to discuss unambiguously the presence of upper
level clouds, if such clouds were present, they must necessarily be optically thin.
Their contribution to the overall reflectance would be small.
A total of sonne 40 cases were selected for analysis. Included in these cases
were examples of all the cloud categories used by London with the exception of
altostratus and nimbostratus.
6.2 Analysis Technique
A preliminary examination of the distribution of Channel 2 T bb values was
made for each of the cases selected. Over clear sky regions the spread of the
Channel 2 values was found to he less than 10 0K. In the presence of reported cloud
cover, however, substantially larger temperature apreads were found. The degree
of spread in the Channel 2 values was also reflected in the large range in concurrent
temperatures measured by the other two channels. One factor contributing to the
spread is the presence of mixed clouds at different le: •!ls. A case in point is the
scan 'Line shown in Figure 6-2. The data were taken from Orbit 817 with the scan
line located in a region reporting predominantly cumulonimbus. However, scattered
to broken altocumulus clouds were also reported. The Channel 2 T bb values,
ranging from 2260K to 280 0K reflect the presence of mixed cloud types, with the
lower altocumulus being clearly delineated by the warmer, > 2600K, temperatures.
In this instance, the Channel 2 Tbb values sh-)uld fall into two more
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or less distinct regimes corresponding to the two types of :.louc:s.
A second factor contributing to the spread in the radiometric temperature is
the large variability in optical thickness which is found for clouds belonging to the
same class. In a case of cirrostratus, discussed in detail in Section 7, the Channel 2
Tbb values ranged from 240°K to 2 9 n°u . n,...,..1 ^^^ ^^^a -_oion, surface
stations all reported 1010 cover. Examination of the concurrent APT photograph
shows that while cirrostratus could be identified over the region, the apparent
brightness was not uniform. A large variety of grey scale values could be detected.
The distribution of Channel 2 T bb values merely reflected the non-uniform optical
thickness of the cloud field.
The optical thickness of a cloud element is a complex function of many factors,
including the geometric thickness, the drop size distribution. and number thickness,
and the wavelength of the measurement. In addition, the optical properties of the
droplets themselves, such as the index of refraction and shape, are significant para-
meters. While it would be highly desirable to relate the optical thickness, computed
on the basis of these factors, to the measured reflectance, the lack of actual
in-cloud measurements of droplet distribution characteristics, and a practical com-
putational technique, make this approach impossible. On the other hand, the avail-
ability of the concurrent Channel 2 T bb values, apparently quite sensitive to the
optical thickness, can provide a rough estimate of these properties. This is
es pecially true when radiosonde data are also used to define the probable extent of
the moist or cloud layer.
In view of the high deg: ee of variability in characteristics for clouds belonging
to `he same class, the value of reflectance measured over a single cloud element
cannot be treated as being representative of the class. The only logical approach to
reflectance analysis, it would seem, must be statistical in nature. The technique
adopted was to treat the distribution of cloud properties for each of the selected
cases as being statistically representative of the cloud type and cloud cover situation
as reported. This '.s a gross assumption which must ultimately be refined by more
analysis. However, it does provide a convenient starting point.
For each of the cases, distributions of Channels 5, 2 and ! values were accuniu-
lated in the form of histograms. Characteristics of the distributions •tfere noted and
compared. Relative "brightness" between regions reporting different cloud types and
coverage was investigated.
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7 RESULTS OF REFLECTANCE ANALYSIS
7.1 Clear Areas
Analysis of the plotted ground - observed cloud covered data showed tha` rases
of clear skies of any significant l orizcntal extent were rare for the orbits selected.
Many of the areas which appeared clear in the AVCS photographs turned out to be
partially covered (110 - 210) by cirrus. On 7 July, however, Orbit 711 passed
4	
over Central United States at approximately 1700 GMT. A large clear region was
apparently evident in the APT photograph (1711.55 GMT) covering the states of
Kansas and Nebraska. Both the Platte River in Nebraska and the Arkaasas River in
Kansas and eastern Colorado were clearly evident in the APT photograph. All of the
stations in Nebraska reported clear skies from 1700 GMT to at least 1900 GMT. Of
the five stations in Kansas, three - Dodge City (DDC), Topeka (TOP) and Wichita -
reported partial cloud cover up to 5/10. The reports at 1800 GMT showed that the
cloud types over these stations were predominantly cirrus and cumulus.
Based on these reports of cloud cover, the area enclosed by latitudes 380N
and 41 0N, and longitudes 960W and 100 0W was selected for analysis. This area
should be representative of wheat and c ornfields.
The total number of scan spots included in the analysis was in excess of 100.
The percentage distribution of the scan spots in each of the three channels is shown
in Figure 7-1. Over 93'^/a of the Channel 2 Tbb values were found to be greater
than 295 0K, evidence that the area was predominantly clear. The distribution of
Channel 5 reflectance shows that the reflectance over the surface was below 0. 2.
No value of reflectance in this data sample was found below 0. 15. Tlie distribution
of the Channel 1 Tbb values is quite typical of clear regions. Over 97% of the
0
scan spots had a Channel 1 T,ob greate -^ than 240K.
For comparison, a case of reflectance over an ocean surface was selected
for presentation. The absence of systematic ah:pboard observations of cloud
cover makes identification of clear areas over the oceans more difficult, and probably
more ambiguous. The selection of th;s particular case was based on analysis of the
Channel 2 Tbb values and a concurrent APT photograph.
Orbit 857 on 18 July, passed over the eaat coast of the United States. The
APT photograph taken at 1624 GMT ( Fig. 7-2) shows the sharply outlined coast of
the United States, extending from New York to Florida. North of the Cape Hatteras
region, the ocean surface appears black contrasted with the lighter greyish tones of
the land surfaces. South of Hatteras, however, sunglint is quite evident over the
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oceans. The coastal areas of the Carolinas appear much darker than the off-shore
waters. Over Southern New York and extending into Virginia, cirrus is evident in
the APT photograph. This cirrus, originating from a storm complex in eastern
Canada, apparently did not extend over the ocean. Coastal stations from
southern New J _^rsey, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia were all reporting clear
skies at 1600 GMT. It was therefore assumed that over the coastal waters of the
Mid-Atlantic States, the skies were also clear. From the same APT photograph,
it was evident that .he eastern extent of this clear region was limited by a broad cloud
band which intersected latitude 40°N at longitude 70°W and latitude 36°N at
longitude 73 °W. The area chosen for analysis was therefore 'limited north and south
by latitudes 40°N and 36 0N respectively, and west and east by the coast line and
the edge of the cloud band. The southern limit of the area is sufficiently far north
to avoid ''contamination'' by sunglint.
The results of the analysis of the data listings for the three channels are
shown in Figure 7-3. The distribution of Channel 2 T bb values, with some 75e
greater than 290°K, reflects the July climatological value of sea surface temperature
of -20 0 C  in this region, providing further evidence that the skies were indeed clear
at the time of satellite passage. The Channel 5 data show that the reflectance over
the ocean surface is indeed lower than that found over the farmlands of Nebraska.
Close to 50" of the values were found to be under 0. 05. Again, nose the distribution
of Channel 1 Tbb values with over 87"/7" warmer than 240°K.
The results of the two cases presented in this section are typical of other
clear area cases investigated. The reflectance of the earth's la..d surface is charac-
teristically lower than 0. 15. Over water, the reflectance is significantly lower.
More interesting is the distribution of Channel 1 T bb values, which are predominantly
greater than 240°K.
7. 2 Cirrus and Cirrostratus
The APT photograph at 1624 GMT of 18 July, given in Figure 7-2, shows
good examples of visible cirrus and cirrostratus covering the north eastern states and
extending to the Great Lakes region. The 1700 GMT and 1800 GMT surface reports
indicate that over Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, the predominant cloud type
observed was cirrostratus with 1010 sky cover generally reported. To the southeast,
in the aria of Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia, fractional cover, ranging from
2110 - 910, by cirrus was reported. These two areas were separately analyzed.
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oceans. The coastal areas of the Carolinas appear much darker than the off-shore
waters. Over Southern New York and extending into Virginia, cirrus is evident in
the APT photograph. This cirrus, originating from a storm complex in eastern
Canada, apparently did not extend over the ocean. Coastal stations from
southern New Jersey, Delaware, Maryland and Virginia were all reporting clear
skies at 1600 GMT. It xas therefore assumed that over the coastal waters of the
Mid-Atlantic States, the skies were also clear. From the same APT photograph,
it was evident that the eastern extent of this clear region was limited by a broad cloud
band which intersected latitude 40°N at longitude 70°W and latitude 36°N at
longitude 73 °W. The area chosen for analysis was therefore 'limited north and south
by latitudes 40°N and 36 0 N respectively, and west and east by the coast line and
the edge of the cloud band. The southern 'limit of the area is sufficiently far north
to avoid ''contamination" by sunglint.
The results of the analysis of the data listings for the three channels are
shown in Figure 7-3. The distribution of Channel 2 T bb values, with some 75a
greater than 290°K, reflects the Juiy climatological value of sea surface temperature
of -20 0C in this region, providing further evidence that the skies were indeed clear
at the time of satellite passage. The Channel 5 data show that the reflectance over
the ocean surface is indeed lower than that found over the farmlands of Nebraska.
Close to 50 a of the values were found to be under 0. 05. Again, note the distribution
of Channel 1 Tbb values with over 87° warmer than 240°K.
The results of Lhe two cases presented in this section are typical of other
clear area cases investigated. The reflectance of the earth's la..d surface is charac-
teristically lower than 0. 15• Over water, the reflectance is significantly lower.
More interesting is the distribution of Channel 1 T bb values, which are predominantly
greater than 240°K.
7, 2 Cirrus and Cirrostratus
The APT photcgraph at 1624 GMT of 18 July, given in Figure 7-2, shows
good examples of visible cirrus and cirrostratus covering the north eastern states and
extending to the Great Lakes region. The 1700 GMT and 1800 GMT surface reports
indicate that over Michigan, Illinois, Indiana and Ohio, the predominant cloud type
observed was cirrostratus with 1010 sky cover generally reported. To the southeast,
in the aria of Maryland, Virginia and West Virginia, fractional cover, ranging from
210 - 910, by cirrus was reported. These two areas were separately analyzed.
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In the 1200 C=-,l"l radic^seu(ic ej.ja, n11 ^tatiuic, ;u tn, i, rent Lakes region
reported relative humidities in CXLCSS of 4W, at the tr^u of the moisture sounding at
300 nib. At these altitudes ( c1. r, knO, thu rnsciltin2 ctcm p )tnt spread of	 4 ur CC
is highly- indicative of ice crystal c louds. lurthorn"mr, c. Ah 1:0 trupopausc rcperted
at 12 - 13 kni, the tops of the clouds are must li'_ cly lucatV abuve 300 M. Since
Ow 3UU nib teinperatures vcre reported to be of the order of -34% (ur 239 0K1, the
cloud top temperature "Lull prubahl y be colder than t1 ps value.
The surface clout! observations indicate A latitudinal variatiun in the thickness
of the upper level moist layer. To the south. Dayton, Ohio, %vas reporting i0/10 Cs
Stith only o/10 being opaque.
	 At I lint. i.lichivtiic, the reuort was 10/ Iii Cs, but YAth
le/ 10 being opaque. Varthc r nurth, the c to ds thicket to include Ac and K at
hAernaKanal Falls. !!as variability- in the thickness of th:• cloud layer is substantiated
by the 1200 GMT radwsande dam At this time, four hours before satellite passage,
Dayton re p orted an 'Ancipiein — cloud layer bet"von 35J and 2r,5 nib vith relative
humidities in the low 30's. At Flint. hu vever, the de\ti point spread at 322 mb %%as
is ss than 7°C. The relative humidity dr-.peed sharply to 27'- at 35G nib. At Inter-
national Falls, tine depth of the ;hoist laver reached the surface with the atmosphere
at near saturation point throughout.
The three-channel ; " nalysis of the cirrostr atus cast,, shown in Figure 7 --1,
certainly manifests the variability in optical thickness. This is especially true for the
t :lailnel 2 T bb data. The relatively large In"wentage of data points in the 285 -
_o195 K range, and the lo"- redeo tarnce values of less than U. & suggest partial coverage
b y thinner cirrus, or wasstbl y seen h"les - in thev Imid cover.	 I7 hese holds or
thinner cirrus arc apparent ,.. W AKF photograph shos"ri in Figure - -2. Thu tact
that the surface stations reported !ii; i!) cover,and for the must part 1010 opaque
sky ccnmr, over the same: region, points out one of the difficulties of using ground
ubserved sky cover in eshrini my the actual clutid cover over large areas.
The coldest Channel 2 T bb values foiuid over this region were in the range
of 240 - 249 0 k,, Only
	 2 1 ,	 of the !iota Points attained tilcsc lwK values. Since
We cloud t op temperatures deduced from radmsu h data vverc at least as cold, and
probably much colder,than 24 ti )"i:, A may be seen that the cirrostratus was for the
most part optically thin. Ifir unc.rg •; receiva by the NIRIR in the 10 - 11 P	 interval
originated at various levels beloo cloud top. This situation is reflected in the data
for the reflectance 4hamud. 	 .. hilu th dist. ibutim N the reflectance , values is
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characteristically different from the- ^ Lear sky cases shown previously, the weight of
the values has been shifted only to the . 2 - . 3
	 range. It is seen, therefore, that
cirrostratus by itself does not constitute a class of bright clouds.
	
1
The distribution c,f the Channl•1 I Tbb values shown in Figure 7-4 is inter-
esting ,vhen compared to that in Figures 7-3 and 7-1 for the clear sky cases.
For the cirrostratus case, no value of Channel 1 T bb was found „• armer than 240°K.
For the -. tear sky cases, over 90	 of the Channel I values were « • armor than 2 .0°K.	 1
The apparent dichotomy ofChanni l 1 T bb values for clear sky and cloud cover
situations is valid for even thin cirrus as is evident in the follo„ing case.
The area over Maryland. Virginia and Wt-st Virginia for Orbit 857 reported
fractional cover by cirrus. The thrvv-Channel analysis for this region is shown in
Figure 7-5• The distribution of Channel 2 T bb values, with some 7V; greater
than 290°K, does not indicate significant cloud attenuation in the 10 - i I p	 region.
This, however, is not an unexpected result for cirrus. What is more surprising,
perhaps, is the distribution of reflectance values, with over 90% falling below 0.2.
Furthermore, the overall reflectance of this region is less than that for the clear
sky case over Nebraska (Fig. 7- 1 ). It is possible that the difference in scattering
angle can account for the higher reflectance values over :Nebraska. In any event,
the data indicate no significant difference between the reflectance of wheat fields
and partial cirrus cover, in spite of the face that the cirrus was quite apparent in
the APT photograph.
	
The association of Channel 1 T bb values < 2 .10°K with cloud contamination	 t
was found to be true even for thin cirrus not clearly identifiable in concurrent APT
photographs, but which were reported by ground observers. Since Channel 1,
besides being sensitive to clouds, is affected by both the water vapor and temperature
distribution in the atmosphere, the question is raised as to whether the differences 	 !'
in Channel I Tbb distribution bet„-eon the clear sky cases and the cirrus cases
were dae simply to the differences in these atmospheric parameters. A comparison
„as therefore made between the radiosonde data for the case of clear skies ever
Neb_aska and of the thin cirrus over 11 ashington. Figure 7-6 shows the plotted
radiosonde data for Oniaha, Nebraska and for Washingt•._)n, D. C. Unless substantial
changes in upper and middle level moisture and temperature took place between the
1200 GMT soundings and satellite passage ( 1700 GMT), one is led to the conclusion
that the presence of even tenuous cirrus is .sufficient to alter the distribution of
Channel I T bb values.
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7. 3 stratocumulus and Altocumulus
The predominant cloud types reported (luring the Selected period were various
;o.-nis of stratus clouds, including stratocumulus, str.tus, and altocumulus. In mangy
of the cases in %%hich only stratus or stratocumulus %were reported. the distribution of
Channel 2 Thb values showed a dotmnance by higher level altocumulus clouds.
Indeed, of the cases investigated (SUiililler), no char , ut as,- of lo ­ str-trfurm
clouds %%as toured over any extended region without the presence of some al!ucumulus.
A good example of this mixed cloud type occurred over the north eastern
states on 6 July. Stations in the southern New England states of Nv%% llam,)shire,
Vermont, Massac husetts, Rhode Island and Connet tictit reported 10/10 opaque
covered by stratus, stratocumulus, fractostratus and fog, %kith stratocumulus berm;
reported by stations in the %%esters part of the region. further %%"es,, in New York
and the eastern Great Lakes region, altocumulus .%ere reported with some of currence
of stratocumulus. From the surface reports alone. it .could appear that this cloud
coverage, from the New Frigland coast to the (treat Lakes region, should provide a
good case for studying the difference in reflectance between low str.it::s and higher
alsocumulus	 It would be most interesting, fur instance, to note th.: effects c.f glacia-
tion in the altocumulus.
Two areas .%ere selected fur analysis. The first %cas over the New Eligland
states which reported low clouds. The second area, :urther west between I()nL!rtu(;(.s
79 0 and Ma o was selected as being representative of al'ocumulus. The statistical
distributions of the radiometric data for the case of r,•pooed stratus is shown in
Figure 7-7, .chile those for the case of altocumulus are shown in F. k ure 7-8.
Consider first the case of the reported stratus. The 1200 GMT (2 hours prior
.o satellite passage) radiosonde data f•)r Nantucket, shown in Figure 7-9, %%ith sal.ura-
tion front surface to	 - 950 uib certainly indicate the presence of s t ratus and fog.
The near saturation at 526 mb %vith a dewpoint spread of only 3 0C, rs highly indicative
however of the presence of an upper cloud layer probabiy altocumulus %kith a thick,iess
of bet%ceen 10 to 20 thousand feet. The temperature at the , top of the second -hoist
layer is ..pproximatcly -10 00 or Zt)3 oK. The distribution of Channel Z T hiI values
shown in Figure 7-7 shows that some 44'< of the scan spots re, orded values between
ZuO oK and 2650 K corresponding to the top of the upper moist or cloud layer. White
some valu; s arc. as •.%aria as 280 0h, the high proportion of colder temperatures
indicate tha the situatiun investigated is one of middle clouds over a low cluud
uvereast and the distriUutiun of the reflectance values shown should be treat-rd
accordingly.
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To the west of the New England states, 1200 GMT radiosonde data at Dayton,
Ohio, and Pittsburg, Pa. , did not show a saturated or stratus layer at the surface.
A middle tropospheric moist layer \: ith tops at ti 6 k,n v. ere reported, however. The
concurrent cloud reports, as stated previously, showed that only altocumuius was
present at the time of satellite passage. The distribution of radiometric ►measure-
ments over this area, sho .-n in Figure 7 R, are not characteristically different from
that shown for the New England case. Apparently the albedo of the underlying
surface has little or no influence on the reflectance of the upper clouds.
On 15 July, 10/ 10 opaque sky cover forined by multilayers of lo«- clouds was
reported in the Ohio Valley region of Kentucky, West Virginia and northern Tennessee.
The upper layer waE predominantly stratocumulus. The distributions of radiometric
measurements corresponding to this case are shown in Figure 7-10. When these
values are compared with those in Figure 7-8 and 7-7, two things are immediately
apparent. The reflectance of the clouds over the Ohio Valley %vas decidedly greater
and the Channel 2 T bb values were cvarmer. While the presence of some middle
clouds cannot be discounted because of values of Channel 2 T bb less than 270"x,
it cannot be denied that a large percentage of the region was indeed covered by lov,
clouds, with stratocumulus being; the most probable upper layer.
The apparent increase in reflectance of the stratocumulus case over that for
altocumulus was further compared with a case of altocumulus in which there were
glaciated cloud tops. The case selected for comparison occurred on 16 July over
the southern United States between longitude 9o 0^, and 92 0N. The cloud reports
were of 1010 cover of altocumulus %with some cirrostratus. Analysis of the radio-
metric data for this case are shown in Figure 7-11. The distr i bution of Channel 2
Tbb values, which are significantly colder than those for the previous altocumulus
cases, certainly reflects the presence of the reported ice crystal cirrostratus clouds.
The distribution of reflectance values, however, shows that these clouds. in spite of
the presence of the overlying cirrostratus, are not as bright as the stratocumulus
of 15 July. Indeed no characteristic difference in reflectance caii be found between
this case and the other lower altocumulus cases shown previously.
From the analyses presented so far, it may be concluded that of all the strati-
form clouds, iow stratus apparently has the higher values of reflectance. Further-
more, foi sufficiently thick clouds, such as altocumulus, the albedo of underlying
surfaces or overlying thin clouds cxcrt^: little or no influence, un their reflectance.
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t-•uniuliforin C:loilds
The analysis of t uiitulus and cumulonimbus t louds using the technique adopted
in this study is basicall y more difficult than tFtnt of the stratiforrn clouds. Clear cut
cases of cumulus \\ ith
 
no other type of attvii,lant c louds usually only occur as fair
\tcather cumulus. Under these conditions, the sky coverage is loH, probably 5/10
or less, and the spatial distribution of t overage is likely to be variable. Tile lateral
extent of individual cumldus elements are sufficiently small so that the question of
is it resolution relative to target r.i, a I,— onios significant.	 'A ith the resolution of
the MR1R at b0 km and the average -,•xtt•nt of a cumulus element on the order of
I kill. the probability of clouds filling the total field of vie ,,% of the sensor is
extremely lost even for hr_h pert entages of sky cover. Cumulonimbus complexes are
larger in extent than cumulus elenients. lIowVvcr, in terms of total sky coverage,
they are generally isolated phenonit•na penetrating above a deck of loNer clouds such
as altocumulus. Because of the larva- gradients in cloud top altitude and thickness
at the edges of these cumulonimbus complexes, a variety of optical characteristics
can be expected
An example of the large gradients in cloud top heights found over cumulonim-
bus can be seed in the data presented pr- viously in Figure 6-2. 111 this instance, as
ui all cases studied, the cumulonimbus t unlpiex c+as embedded in a field of altocunlu-
lus. The sharp gradients in both the Channel 2 Tbb and reflectance result from the
combined effects of sensor resolution and target Clement size. On a larger scale,
these problems of cloud size and clistribution are manifested in large spreads In the
radloinetric values as evident in Figure 7- 12. The data shoN^.n in till's iigiire	 taken
from Orbit 884 (20 July) over central Mabanla. The concurrent APT photograph
sllov.-ed a large bright coniplex of Clouds in this region which there confirmed to be
cumulonimbus and altocumulus by ground station reports. It vas not possible to
properly delineate thi is i^iuli fui analysis based oil the ground reports alone due to
the poor station density and isolated nature of the cloud corliplex. Use had to be
made of the APT photograph in conjunction vlth the ground reports. Because of
the limited area of obvious cumulonimbus coverage, the total number of data points
available for analysis - only 49 - .,,as significantly lower than those generally
available for the stratlform clouds.
The distributions of radiometric measurements in Figure 7- 12 show large
spreads in the data for all channels as expected. \% fiat perhaps is surprising is the
obvious break in the distributions of reflectance and Channel 2 values into two
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separate distributions. In the Uiannol 2 values, the break occurs between 230 F.
and 235 0K, \N hilt ,
 the break in the r,-Hut tam c data is bet..een 0. 55 and 0. 60. The
..a,rmer temperatures, ' 23^+ c'K, and the associated lower reflectancc, <.055, are
characteristic of altocumulus and refit-ct the presence of this cloud tyl,e to which the
cumulonimbus ..as embedded. Unduuht,•dly, higher reflectance values and colder
temperatures co'respond to the cuntulonin-bus themselves. the reflectance o_` the
cumulonit;:bi are expectedly high, tttuc•ln higher than any of the stratiform clouds
discusser! previously
A second region, over tae Florida Panhandle, also reported cumulonimbus.
From the APT photograph, it ..as evident that the clouds extended Suuth..ard into the
Gulf of Mexico and the area for analysts .vas selected accordingly. Again, the
number of data points incluctect in the analysis ..as of the order of 50. The results
are sho.en in r more 7 -: 3.
Cumpared to the distributions for tale Alabama case, the separation into the
two different cloud types, cumulonlmbu, and altocumulus, is just as evident in the
Channel 2 data with the separation again occurring at 240 0K. In the reflectance
channel. the separation, thou,h less obvious, can still be detected between 0. 45 and 0. 50.
London, in his study of the <.lbedo of the earth, assigned the same high albedo
value of 70°A for both cumulonimbus and cumulus. Over individual curnulonirnbus
complexes, the albedo can undoubteol; reach such high values. It is difficult to see,
however, ho.v citinulus kith its lo..er .cater content call
	 the 70'1 albedo
s aec ified by London.
A typical case of c unnilus o, c urred over Florida on 18 July. The surface
reports indicated coverage ut i;reater than 5%10. The concurrent APT photograph
showed that the cumulus field extended into the Gulf of Mexico. By dividing the area
Of cumulus coverage into t%ku separate casrs, one Over the Florida Peninsula, and the
other over the waters of the Gulf, it ..as possible to investigate the reflectance of
cumulus and the effect of the albedo of the, underlying surface on reflectance.
The radiometric data analyses for the case over Florida are sho. ,.n in
Figure 7 -14. The distribution of Channel 2 T bb values sho.vs that the reported
curnalus did not extend very high into the atmosphere and is quite typical of fair
% eather cunnulus. The reflectance over the whole region .vas not high xith maximum
values of individual scan s,,) ,-)ts In,•;ng i1. 3. These relatively lo..- values undoubtedly
are due in part to the size of the cells relative to the resolution of the sensor. 11 e
data for the case over the Gulf is shown in Figure 7 -15. Again the reflectance is
low. Compared to the data shown is Figure 7- 14, there is a greater percentage of
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data points .kith reflectance lo\eer than U. L. At first glance, this may be attributed
to the lo,.cer albedo of the underlying ocean surface. However, the surprisingly large
number of data points kith Channel 2 1 bb values in excess of 285 o K suggests
that the lower retlectance may also be due to the larger breaks in the cloud field.
Note, however, that in spite of the urge number of points having, warm Channel 2
1 b values, no Channel 1 Tbb vahie \%arnier than 240
0K -,,as found.
7. - Discussion of Results
The results of the reflectance analyses are summarized in Figure 7-1a, in
which the probable spread in reflectance for each of the cloud types analyzed is
separately piotted. For a r-lative comparison, London's( 1957) albedo values are
shown in the following table.
Table 7 -1
Cloud Albedos (London, i 957)
C L,ud Type
St
Ns
Cu
Albedo
\iin	 \la.%
5 u
	 b '+
7C	 '3
7U	 70
Cloud I ype
Ch
A S
Ci
Albedo
Min Max
70	 70
48	 52
lb	 23
The brightest class of clouds_ as expected, is cumuloni -rebus. It also has one of the
largest spreads in reflectance values. It was noted previousl y that this spread
resul t ed from the large variations in cloud thickness. Sirnilarly, altocurnulls with
its 'lumpy'' surface has an equally large spread in reflectance. The spread in the
case of cirrostratus is probably du,- not so much to variations in geometric thickness,
as to variations in ice crystal ccrtAnt and size distribution.
the data presented in Figure 7-1b cannot be directly compared to measure-
ments made by hemispherical devices. However. narrov^ beam MRIR type measure-
ments have been made recentl y. Cherrix and Sparkman (1967) Obtained bidirectional
reflectance measurements of stratus from aircraft with an MR.IR device having the
same spectral response function as that used in Nimbus I1.	 The range of reflectance
values for stratus shown. .n Figure 7-lb compares well with their bidirectional
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Figure 7-16 Summary ut the rrobabl Spread of Reflectance for
Each of the Cloud Tvp! . s Analyzed
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reflectance values for the range of aircraft sensor nadir angles restricted to ne-r
zero degrees. Systematic bidirectional reflectance measurements for other cloud
types are not, however, available. in an earlier btudy of the TIROS television
camera data, Conover 1, 1965) deduced bidirectional reflectance values for various
cloud types. With the exception of cases involving cirrus and cumulonimbus, the
results of this study compare -.veil uith his values. For cirrus over land, he arrived
at a value of 36 0,e which is high, higher than the value he derived for cirrostratus.
His value of 921'. for cumulonimbus is somewhat high• than those de r ived in this
s tud y.
S. EVAi- ATION AND CONCLUSIONS
The results of the single station cloud cover analysis, applicable to the sum-
mer season, indicate an overall good agreement between satellite and surface
observed cloud amounts % hen the viewed area sizes are similar. Although the mean
cloud amounts derived from the AVCS data sample implied an underestimation by the
satellite, particularly xhen compared %with the surface reported total cloud amount,
no such indication .vas evident from the more extensive analyses car: ied uut using
the higher quality APT photography.
In particular, the high correlation between satellite and surface observed
cloud amours for the sample consisting of less than four or greater than seven
tenths sky cover did not reveal either an underestimation or overestimat i on by the
satellite. The wide scatter of data points %,hen the surface an;ount ^%as near 50',.
sky cover can probably be attributed to a difficulty in accurately determining these
cloud amounts by both the person viewing cloud from the ground and the person
interpreting the satellite photograph.
The analyses of various cloud types did not inr?irate a Sig nific ant a:s::rcpancy
" hen scattered cumulus clouds are viewed from space or from the ground. Although
there was some evidence that small amounts of cumulus may not be "seen" by the
satellite, the greatest overall differences bet%veen satellite and surface observations
-were found for cirrus cloud. Cirrus reported by the ground observer is often not
detected from space. A similar conclusion, with regard to cirrus cloud, can be
drawn from the results of the reflectance analyses.
Thus, for climatological purposes, satellite cloud -amounts extracted for
circular areas of about 1/Z degree latitude diameter (30 n mi) can be considered to
form a sample compatible %with surface observations. In problems applicable to
determining the probability of seeing the earth's surface from space, the low correla-
tion for middle cloud amounts would not be significant, since the prime interest is
not in these cloud amounts, but rather in the occurrence of nearly clear or nearly
overcast conditions. The results of previous studies, indicating an uatderastimation
of cloud cover in satellite data when compared with surface observations, may be
due to the use of nepharialyses in which cloudiness is integrated over larger areas.
satellite observations taken at different tirnes than the surface observations, or
satellite pictures of lower quality than the Nimbus II APT. The problems caused by
picture noise when extracting cloud data are evident in the results of the analyses
based on Nimbus II AVCS photography.
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Based on the results of this study, it does not appear that the ground observer
significantly overestimates cloud amounts, in comparison %%ith the true 'earth cover"
as observed from space, \^hen scattered curinilus clouds exist. For the arez. ,%hich he
vic\ks. the observer probably estiniltes the cloudiness fairly accurately. The
observed ditferencc, bct ,,%een the albedo value as measured by satellite and as compu-
ted from ground viewed clout! data cannot, therefore, be attributed solely to an over-
estimation of cloud amount ill tropical regions.
It should be pointed out, however, that the results of the cloud :over analyses
Mere based oil comparisons between reported and depicted cloud cover over a very
limited area. With the ground observed data, spatial continuity- of cloud observations
are not available except possibly over the dense station network in northeastern
United States. This lack of continuous. or at least contiguous, observations was
found to introduce ambiguities in estimates of cloud cover over a larger region.
In the presence of stratiform clouds, the extrapolation of cloud cover amounts
into areas of no data can in general be made with some confidence based on reports
from scattered ground .)bservation stations. The highly localized nature of cunlulo-
... bus, on the other hand, .,tikes . 1 	to perform, any reasonable extrapolation
based on ground reports alone. Initial attempts to specify the cloud coverage by
cloud type over regions reporting cumulonimbus overestimated the areal coverage
by this cloud type when the concurrent Channel 2 and Channel 5 radiometric data
were analyzed. An overestimation of the cumulonimbus cloud field would result in a
higher estimate of the albedo. Because of the high values of reflectance and albedo
associated .,,ith this cloud type, small differences in cloud cover estimates can result
in large differences in albedo. Since cumulonimbus clouds occur most frequently
in lower latitudes, the latitudinal dependence of the discrepancy between albedo com-
puted by London and those derived from satellite data may be attributed, at least in
part, to this effect.
Tlie !ua refleclarice values found in areas reporting cumulus cloud, both to
the subjective estimates and objective measurements, also appear to be a contributing
factor. London assigned a value of 70'a to the albedo of cumulus. For an area
reporting 50', cumulus coverage, a mean albedo of 0. 43 (including contributions
from the surface) \Would be obtained using London's values. For the same type of
curnulus coverage, the results of this study show that the highest reflectance
measured was 0. 30. It is doubtful that the large difference can be attributed to
anisotropic effects alone. An overestimation of the albedo of cumulus by London is
more likely the cause.
Thus, the discrepancy in albedo values noted at low latitudes is concluded to be
7R
}f..
more the result of an overestimation of reflectance than if cloud arnount. The
reflectance integrated over an area, particularly for cellular cloudiness (cumulus
and cumulonimbus), is significantly less than that derived by London, based on values
assigned to individual cloud types (Table 7-I) 	 In accordance %p ith London's average
cloud distributions for the sunimer season, this effect would be most pronounced
from O o
 to about 30 0 latitude; in that region the largest percentage of cumulus and
cumulonimbus cloud is observed.
An interesting result from the analyses presented in Section 7 is the possib-
ility of developing techniques for cloud type discr.mination. It is 	 that
for sufficiently thick clouds, the temperature measured by Channel 2 approximates
that of the cloud top. For these clouds the Channel 2 T bb values provide a means
Of classification into height reginies. However, it has been pointed out that thin
cirrus and scattered cumulus are often not readily apparent in the Channel 2 data.
Identification of low stratus ,Nith cloud top temperatures not much colder than the
surface is also difficult if Channel 2 T bb values alone are used. Channel 2 Tbb
values alone. therefore, cannot provide unambiguous definitions of the cloud field.
It appears from the radiowtnetric data analyses presented in Section 7, that
the use of the data from Channels l and 5 would be advantageous in minimizing
ambiguities inherent in the Channel 2 data. Over cloud covered regions, the
Channel 1 T bb values .sere almost invariably colder than 240 0K. This %-.-as found
to be true even for cases of lo« • percentage of sky cover by thin cirrus and scattered
cumulus. Stratus, on the other hand, has a high reflectance value, almost as high
as cumulonimbus. Analysis of data front Channels 2 and 5 would provide a means
of detecting the presence of stratus and also of delineating it from t he higher and
colder cumulonimbus.
A unique three-channel signature, therefore, is associated with each of the
cloud types, giving rise to the speculation that these signatures can be used in cloud
type identification. At this time, how ever. it is not certain whether or not the
uniqueness in the signatures is due simply to the rather restrictive conlitions placed
on the selection of cases. A related question, not investigated in detail, is the appli-
cability of the signatures to complex mixed cloud covered situations. In this regard,
the results obtained for the cases of cumulonimbus embeddec in altocurrulus are
encouraging.
It is recommended that i dentification of cloud types by their three-charnel
signatures be pursued further, through additional studies. The development of an
objective cloud type identification technique would greatly advance satellite data
application in meteorology
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